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For Doris 



One day the soul did not exist, 
neither did the mind, 
A for consciousness, 
no-one had ever thought of it, 
but where, for that matter, was thought, 
in a world made up solely of warring elements 
no sooner destroyed than recomposed, 
for thought is a lUxury of peacetime. 

(Antonin Artaud, 'Van Gogh, The Man Suicided by Society') 

Cognitive science is a body of research ... 

pathetically out of contact with its own history. 
(Jerry Fodor, 'The Modularity of Mind') 

Each memory is many memories ... 
(Matt Keoki Matsuda, The Memory of the Modern) 
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Preface 
This book describes and defends a set of theories of autobiographical memory, 
both historical and contemporary, which view memories as dynamic patterns 
rather than static archives, fragmentary traces to be reconstructed rather than 
coherent things to be reproduced. It adds historical and philosophical flavour 
to cliches about the fragility of memory by telling odd tales of the motions and 
disappearance offleeting animal spirits, by revivifYing fears of'the phantasmal 
chaos of association', and by defending distributed models of memory against 
critics' complaints about loss of cognitive discipline. Although I do not here 
move far in contributing to broader models in cognitive science which are sen
sitive to context and culture, I clear the ground for so doing by demonstrating 
that theories of memory do not have to be blind to society and history. 

Readers can easily pursue independent, interest-driven routes through the 
book. After an introductory chapter, it falls into four parts. Parts I and I I are pri
marily historical, part III deals with historical and contemporary problems 
about associationism together, and part IV is primarily about modern theories 
of memory. Each part begins with a brief introduction which outlines its con
tents and motivations. 

The shape of the book is historically heavy: it is anchored in part I by a long 
rereading ofDescartes' dynamic physiology of memory, which exemplifies the 
range of questions about mechanism, self, and body taken up in other con
texts in the rest of the book. But this is not an exhaustive or even continuous 
narrative history: my studies of neglected early modern neurophilosophical 
controversies end with Reid and Coleridge, and I deal neither with traditions 
outside France and England nor with theories of memory between 1817 and the 
1980s. I rely on authority throughout, citing experts extensively. The detailed 
historical studies are my own: but they inevitably build on and twist existing 
research. 

Contemporary debates about interference and order in connectionist 
models of memory traces, which I sketch in the introduction, are taken up 
again in detail only in parts III and IV. But those attuned to current concerns 
about the catastrophic effects of superposition, about truth in memory, and 
about the difficulties of cognitive control over mental contents will find sur
prisingly clear resonances in forgotten older contexts. The bizarre detail of his
torical schemes in moral physiology for the disciplining of the neural fluids 
which roam the body is quite alien to us: this distance allows sharper vision of 
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xiv PREFACE 

the way theories of memory are inevitably entangled in wider problems of self, 
society, and the past. 

'. 
I wrote the penultimate draft as an Ahmanson/Getty Fellow in the UCLA Center 
for Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Studies. I am grateful to Peter Reill and 
the Clark Library staff for making me welcome. The book was finished under 
the Australian Research Council's postdoctoral fellowship scheme. 

Many people have engaged closely with this work over a number of years, and 
I am delighted to be able to thank some of them. Doris McIlwain has seen it 
through from inception, providing incalculable help in theory and practice as 
we have carried it round for so long. Her exuberant science, her moral physiol
ogy, her easy ability to take time seriously, and many of her choice phrases have 
improved it immensely: I dedicate the product to her with love. 

Gerard O'Brien sparked my interest in philosophy of psychology and has 
often talked over the implications of distributed representation with me. For 
his own work and his careful attention to mine, Stephen Gaukroger deserves 
many thanks. Jamie Kassler discussed her views on historical topics close to my 
own, and provided important feedback. I have been encouraged tremendously 
by the enthusiasm of John Yolton, and spurred by his detailed comments. Keith 
Campbell, Frank Jackson, and two anonymous readers for Cambridge 
University Press also read the whole typescript and made many useful sugges
tions. 

Audiences at various seminars and conferences in philosophy, history, cog
nitive science, history and philosophy of science, and psychology have com
mented, criticised, and often provoked new thoughts on this material, as did 
the students in two Honours courses on memory at Macquarie University. My 
thanks to them, and especially to the following people who through example, 
specific suggestions, help, or goodwill have guided and improved my work: 
Peter Anstey, David Armstrong, Kim Atkins, Michael Ayers, Judith Ayling, 
Maggie Boden, Derek Brookes, John Campbell, Betsy Colwill, Max Deutscher, 
Ros Diprose, Antony Duff, Lisabeth During, Brian Ellis, Robyn Ferrell, Robin 
Lane Fox, Jim Franklin, Hilary Gaskin, Jonathan Glover, Catherine Hunt, Keith 
Lehrer, Genevieve Lloyd, Tony Lynch, J. J. MacIntosh, Catriona Mackenzie, 
Sandra Marshall, Charlie Martin, Michael Mascuch, Joel Michell, Graham 
Nerlich, Marguerite Nesling, David Oldroyd, Agnes Petocz, Ross Poole, Huw 
Price, David Raynor, Tim Reiss, Julius Rocca, Dory Scaltsas, Jochen Schulte
Sasse, Roland Smith, Daniel Stoljar, Steve Straker, Will Sutton, Mary Terrall, 
Udo Thiel, Elizabeth Wilson, and John Wright. 
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